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Abstract
Needle insertion is performed in many clinical and therapeutic procedures. Tissue displacement and needle bending which result
from needle-tissue interaction make accurate targeting difficult. For performing physicians to gain essential needle targeting skills,
needle insertion simulators can be used for training. An accurate needle bending model is essential for such simulators. These
bending models are also needed for needle path planning.
In this paper, three different models are presented to simulate the deformations of a needle. The first two models use the Finite
Element Method and take the geometric non-linearity into account. The third model is a series of rigid bars connected by angular
springs. The models were compared to recorded deformations during experiments of applying lateral tip forces on a brachytherapy
needle. The model parameters were identified and the simulation results were compared to the experimental data. The results show
that the angular spring model, which is computationally the most efficient model, is also the most accurate in modeling the bending
of the brachytherapy needle.
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1. Introduction
Percutaneous insertion of long and flexible needles into soft
tissue is involved in many clinical and therapeutic procedures
such as biopsy and prostate brachytherapy. As a result of
needle-tissue interaction, the needle base movements and, for
needles with a beveled tip, the asymmetric cutting force on the
tip, the tissue deforms and the needle bends (see Fig. 1). The
targeting procedure is complicated by the bending of the needle
shaft, target displacement due to tissue deformation, and insufficient visual feedback from medical imaging modalities. Accurate needle insertion requires significant skill and training of
the performing physician. Modeling, simulation, and path planning of needle insertion are emerging fields of research aimed
at providing the physicians with training devices and accurate
pre-surgery plans.
Needle insertion simulators usually include a soft tissue
model, a flexible needle model and a needle-tissue interaction
model. The simulation of needle bending and tissue deformation together in one combined model is generally not feasible for two reasons: (i) a fast solution for a large tissue mesh
requires exploiting simplifications in deformation equations,
which are not suitable for estimating the needle behavior and
(ii) the interaction surface of the needle and tissue changes during insertion, which many techniques like the FEM cannot inherently accommodate. Therefore, generally two separate models for the tissue and the needle are employed [1, 2, 3, 4] with a
third needle-tissue contact model governing their interaction.
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Figure 1: The forces on the needle shaft caused by tissue deformation and
needle base manipulation

Deformable tissue models have been studied extensively in
simulating tissue deformation during surgery and needle insertion [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Models based on the Finite Element Method
(FEM) are the most common techniques employed for tissue
deformation simulation during needle insertion [1, 2, 4, 6].
Mass-spring models [7] have also been used for this purpose.
The interaction of needles with such deformable tissue models
has also been studied widely [2, 8, 9, 5].
The aim of this paper, the preliminary results of which were
presented in [10], is to compare different models for simulating
the bending of flexible needles. In general, medical needles can
be categorized into three major groups: rigid needles, highly
flexible needles, and (moderately) flexible needles. Rigid needles keep a straight posture regardless of the forces applied
on them during insertion. Due to their simplicity, rigid needle models have been used when the needle physical properties
and the insertion procedure lead to negligible bending [2, 1, 6].
On the opposite end of the flexibility range are the highly flexible needles. These needles are assumed to bend in the direction of their tip bevel with a constant curvature, without apJuly 7, 2009

plying considerable force to the tissue in the lateral direction.
These needles were modeled as a non-holonomic system [3]
and were used for needle insertion simulations and planning
in [11, 12, 13].
Some needles, such as brachytherapy needles, cannot be categorized as either rigid or highly flexible. They are not rigid,
since their deflection during procedures is significant. They are
not highly flexible either, since a considerable lateral force is
necessary to bend them. Several groups have modeled this type
of needles. DiMaio and Salcudean simulated the needle as an
elastic material using FEM with geometric non-linearity and
3-node triangular elements and validated this method in phantom studies [14]. This method was extended to 3D using 4-node
tetrahedral elements by Goksel et al. [4]. Glozman and Shoham
used linear 2D beam elements to simulate the needle bending
for needle steering [7]. Linear beam theory was also used to
introduce a needle steering model with online parameter estimator [15], to estimate the needle tip deflection during insertion due to tip bevel [16], and to identify the shaft force profile
due to the bevel [17]. Models based on linear beam theory are
relatively simple and fast. However, they are not rotationally
invariant and cannot preserve the needle length during large deformations/deflections.
Many needles, such as brachytherapy needles, consist of a
stylet sliding inside a hollow cannula. Physical modeling of this
combination without any simplifications is indeed very complicated as it requires separate models for the stylet and the cannula and an interaction model to simulate their interface. In
this paper, flexible needles are approximated as solid bars and,
accordingly, models applicable to solid bars are examined to
simulate their flexion.
Three different models were used to simulate needle bending.
The first two models are based on the FEM and were chosen due
to their frequent use in the literature, while the third model is an
angular springs model. The first model uses 4-node tetrahedral
elements, where nonlinear geometry is accommodated to simulate large deformations. The second model also accommodates
nonlinear geometry and uses Euler-Bernoulli nonlinear beam
elements. In this work, nonlinear beam elements were preferred
over more common linear ones in the literature due to their superiority in modeling large deformations. The third model is
novel and utilizes angular springs for the quasi-static simulation
of needle bending. In the literature, angular springs have been
used to model cantilever-like structures [18] such as beams in
mechanical engineering [19] and hair deformation in computer
graphics [20]. They have been also incorporated in 3D massspring models to simulate large volume deformations [21]. In
this paper, this type of a spring finite-difference model is implemented for medical needles, for which its performance is compared with two other common types of physically-based models
using FEM.
The Young’s modulus is the parameter that describes needle bending in the first two models. Similarly, the third model
is identified by its spring constant. In contrast to [10], in this
paper all models are devised for needle bending in 3D. The parameter of each model is identified for a brachytherapy needle
through experiments, where several lateral forces were applied

to the needle tip and the shaft deflection was recorded. The parameters defining each model were identified and the models
were studied for their accuracy in simulating the actual needle
deflection observed during experiments.
In this paper, the needle bending models are derived in 3D,
since their formulations are applicable in 3D settings as well
as in 2D. Note that, for the single force applied at the needle
tip during the experiments, the needle deformation is entirely
planar. Therefore, the parameter identification and the model
validations were performed in 2D. Nevertheless, the same identified parameters also describe a needle in 3D, since the shafts
of most medical needles are built with axial symmetry resulting
in symmetric deflection for the same force rotated around their
long axis.
The following section derives the models in 3D. Next, the experimental method to validate the models is described in Section 3. The results and a discussion follow in sections 4 and
5, respectively. Finally, conclusions are presented in the last
section.
2. Methods
2.1. Finite Element Method using Tetrahedral Elements
The Finite Element method is a powerful tool for approximating a solution to the continuum mechanics equations. In
this method, an entire body Ω is divided into several discrete elements Ωe . Then, the constitutive equations are approximated
over each element and combined to give an approximation to
the global solution. Various types of elements can be chosen
depending on the nature of the problem. 4-node tetrahedral
(TET4) or 3-node triangular (TRI3) elements are the simplest
elements to use in 3D or 2D deformation analysis, respectively.
Considering a deformable body, the 3D coordinates of a point
in the undeformed configuration can be written as [x1 x2 x3 ] in
the reference frame. The coordinates of that point in the deformed configuration can then be expressed using the displacements [u1 u2 u3 ] added onto the undeformed coordinates. Using
this definition, the Green strain and the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensors are given as follows:
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where i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and Ci jkl is the material moduli tensor for
linear elastic materials which is a function of Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio.
When the deformation is small, the second order terms in (1)
can be neglected leading to a linear relation between strain and
displacement. This linear relation leads to a set of linear algebraic equations with a constant coefficient matrix. Such a
system can be solved rapidly using off-line computation and
condensation [2, 22]. However, the assumption of small deformation is not valid for needle bending, where the deformation is
2
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where u and f are the vectors of nodal displacements and
forces, respectively, and K̂ is the stiffness matrix, the elements
of which can be represented as functions of nodal displacements u . This nonlinear equation can accommodate the axial
displacements during lateral deformation and, therefore, preserves the needle length. However, the use of condensation
is not possible in the nonlinear case and this leads to a timeconsuming solution.
The Newton-Raphson method is an effective iterative technique for solving the nonlinear algebraic equations in (3) [23].
In this method, a tangent stiffness matrix KT is computed at
each iteration and used to find a descent direction for the solution using the iteration scheme below:
KT ∆ut = f − K̂(ut )ut

(4)

ut+1 = ut + ∆ut

(5)
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Figure 2: Euler-Bernoulli beam element under deformation

the node displacements [u1 u2 u3 ] in the previous subsection are
referred here as [x y z] and [u v w], respectively.
Assuming that the beam twist is small while the lateral deformations are moderately large, strains in the beam element can
be approximated as [25]:
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to update the nodal displacements at each iteration t.
In our simulations, the Newton-Raphson method converged
to a solution for (3) in a few iterations. Unfortunately, computing the tangent stiffness matrix and solving (4) at each iteration
are both computationally intensive operations.

(10)

(11)

In the beam element, the displacement of the material nodes
on the beam axis are interpolated from the nodal variables of
the two end-points (nodes) of the beam. The nodal variables at
node p are the axial displacement u p , the twist α p , the transverse displacements v p and w p (along the y and z axes, respectively), and their derivatives φ p = −dv/dx and ψ p = −dw/dx.
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory employs cubic interpolation functions for lateral displacements, and linear interpolation functions for axial displacements and twist angle. Therefore, within
each element between nodes p and p + 1, the variables are interpolated as follows:

2.2. Finite Element Method using Nonlinear Beam Elements
Beam elements were designed and introduced in the FEM
literature in order to model the deformation of bars, rods,
and other beam-like structures [24]. These elements are expected to be better suited for needle deformations than triangular/tetrahedral elements. Thus, a beam-element model was
also implemented to compare its performance in modeling needles. The Euler-Bernoulli beam element is a common element
formulation to model thin bars and therefore is used as a needle
model in this paper.
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory suggests that each plane perpendicular to the beam axis prior to any deformation remains
as a plane that is still perpendicular to the beam axis after the
deformation. Under this condition the displacements of each
material point can be written as a function of the displacement
along the neutral axis of the beam as follows:

u0 (x) = N1 (x)u p + N2 (x)u p+1
α0 (x) = N1 (x)α p + N2 (x)α p+1

(7)

w(x, y, z) = w0 (x) + yα0 (x) ,

(8)

(12)
(13)

v0 (x) = M1 (x)v p + M2 (x)φ p + M3 (x)v p+1 + M4 (x)φ p+1 (14)
w0 (x) = M1 (x)w p + M2 (x)ψ p + M3 (x)w p+1 + M4 (x)ψ p+1 (15)
where Ni (x) and Mi (x) denote the linear and cubic interpolation
functions, respectively.
An element equilibrium equation relating loads on the nodes
to the nodal variables is written as:
K(u) u = f ,

∂w0 (x)
∂v0 (x)
−z
,
∂x
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x

large with respect to the needle diameter [14]. Thus, nonlinear
geometry as in (1) must be included in the model. This leads
to a nonlinear relation between the nodal forces and displacements:
(3)
f = K̂(u) u

(6)

(16)

where u is the vector of nodal variables described above and f
is the vector of corresponding nodal forces and torques. Please
see Appendix A for detailed information on the calculation of
the stiffness matrix and its integration. To solve (16), Picard’s
method [24] is used in this paper. This method employs the
following iterative steps:

where u0 , v0 , and w0 are the neutral axis displacements along
the x, y, and z axes, respectively, and α0 is the twist around the
beam axis. It is assumed that the beam axis is lying along the
x axis as shown in Fig. 2. Please note that, in order to conform
to the beam-element literature, the node positions [x1 x2 x3 ] and

K(ut ) ut+1 = f
where t is the iteration number.
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Figure 4: Three joints of our spherical wrist model in (a) initial and (b) bent
configurations.

Figure 3: Angles of bending and twisting between two needle segments.

shown in Fig. 4(a)— is chosen in this paper. These three wrist
joints, seen in a bent/twisted configuration in Fig. 4(b), define
the orientation of the segment to its right with respect to the
segment to its left. Note that, whereas the third joint α defines
the twisting angle independently, the bending angle θ is a combination of the joint angles γ and β. It can be geometrically
shown that:
cos θ = cos γ cos β .
(23)

2.3. Angular Springs Model
In this section, the needle is modeled as a discrete structure
composed of n connected rigid rods. A joint P between two
consecutive segments of such a model is shown in Fig. 3, where
the segment PP+ is bent and twisted relative to the segment
before it, P− P, under external loads. The magnitude of bending and twisting can be described by two angles: the bending
(zenith) angle θ from the x axis to the segment PP+ , and the
twisting angle α about the segment PP+ due to torsion around
its axis.
Naturally, a deformed (bent and twisted) needle structure applies internal reaction (“straightening”) torques/forces to unbend and un-twist itself. These are modelled as torques applied
to link PP+ at joint P to restore its rest configuration. The effect
of these torques can be visualized as two rotational springs —
one un-bending and the other un-twisting the segment— shown
in Fig. 3. It is evident that the magnitudes of such restoring
torques are functions of the deviations (angles θ and α) from
the rest configuration. Let us define the magnitudes of these reaction torques, τb for bending and τt for twisting, as functions
of the angles as follows:
τb = hb (θ) ,

(18)

τt = ht (α) .

(19)

In order to derive compliance models for the joints γ and β,
let us rewrite the energy as a function of these joint variables,
e.g. V(γ, β, α). For sufficiently small angles, θ ≈ sin θ. This
greatly simplifies the following derivation and the solution of
final system of equations. Thus, replacing θ2 = sin2 θ and (23)
in (22):
1
1
kb (1 − cos2 θ) + kt α2 ,
2
2
1
1
2
V(γ, β, α) = kb (1 − cos γ cos2 β) + kt α2 .
2
2
V(θ, α) =

∂V
= kb sin γ cos γ cos2 β ,
∂γ
∂V
= kb sin β cos β cos2 γ ,
τβ =
∂β
∂V
= kt α .
τα =
∂α
τγ =

1 2 1 2
kb θ + kt α .
2
2

(26)
(27)
(28)

The small angle approximation above also applies to γ and β,
i.e. sin γ ≈ γ, sin β ≈ β, cos γ ≈ 1, and cos β ≈ 1, thus yielding:
τγ ≈ kb γ ,
τβ ≈ kb β .

(20)
(21)

(29)
(30)

Consider a 3D bent needle posture in equilibrium with force
loads f applied at its joints as in Fig. 5. Using our spherical
i
wrist model, a Jacobian matrix J can be written for this 3njoint robotic arm [26], where the joint torques τ = [τ01 . . . τ0n ]0
relate to forces f as follows:

Then, the energy stored in these springs can be written as:
V(θ, α) =

(25)

Considernig the invariance of the Langrangian at equilibrium, the partial derivatives of joint angles are equal to joint
torques, which are the gradients of the potential with respect to
the joint angle coordinates, as follows:

Although the actual characteristics of hb and ht may be complex and possibly nonlinear, for the elastic range of deformations, a linear relationship is expected. Indeed, when an infinitesimal section of a cantilever shaft is analyzed for its bending (in Appendix B) and its twisting (in Appendix C), linear angle-torque dependencies are observed for both of them.
These insights motivate us to devise our model composed of
linearly-acting springs as follows:
τb = kb θ ,
τt = kt α .

(24)

(22)

As a model of the connections between each pair of segments, a spherical wrist —the rest configuration of which is

τ = J0 f .
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From (28–30), the 3n vector of joint torques τ can be written


as a combination of 3n joint angles Φ = γ1 β1 α1 · · · γn βn αn 0
and the corresponding joint stiffnesses as follows:
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Figure 6: For a sample bending simulation, (a) shows the sum of joint angles
γ, which is the deflection of the needle tip, and (b) shows the residual torque at
each iteration.

(32)

where K s is a diagonal matrix formed by joint stiffnesses

kb,1 kb,1 kt,1 · · · kb,n kb,n kt,n .
Note that since the Jacobian J is configuration dependent,
(31) is indeed a nonlinear system of equations as follows:
K s Φ = J 0 (Φ) f .

(33)

Figure 7: Needle shaft clamped at its base a vertical force is applied at its tip

In this paper, this nonlinear system is solved iteratively using
Picard’s method:
Φt+1 = K s −1 J 0 (Φt ) f

3. Experiment
In order to show the feasibility of the models and compare
their accuracy, the following experiments were conducted using
an 18 gauge 20 cm Bard R BrachyStar R needle (C. R. Bard, Inc. ,
Covington, GA), that is used in prostate brachytherapy seedimplant procedures. In these experiments, the needle was bent
under several known forces and its bent shaft form is recorded
for evaluating our model simulations.
During the experiments, the needle was clamped at its base
while its shaft lay horizontal to the ground. Due to the clamping
mechanism, the effective bending shaft-length of the needle was
reduced to 18.7 cm. Subsequently, several vertical forces were
applied to its tip using combinations of scaling weights. The
weights were placed on a stage hanging on a tiny hook bent at
the tip in order to achieve a perpendicular force to the needle
base at all times. The stage setup for hanging weighs 1.3 g and
the weights applied were 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40 g.
For each force applied, the needle was imaged as in Fig. 7
over a white background using a digital camera, the shutter
of which was controlled via computer. Ordinary brachytherapy needles are marked with black stripes at every 1 cm. These
markers were located on each image to determine the bent configuration of the needle. Needle-tip lateral deflections from the
nominal axis, measured using this procedure, are shown in Table 1.

(34)

which consists of two phases: (i) Given the needle configuration, the Jacobian is composed, and (ii) the torques found by
J 0 f are divided by corresponding joint stiffnesses to find the
joint angles and hence the needle posture at the next iteration.
2.4. A Common Convergence Criterion for All Models
In order to have a fair comparison between the three needle models, a common convergence criterion was devised to be
used in the simulations as follows:
Error =

kut − ut−1 k
<λ
kut k

(35)

where ut is the vector of nodal displacements at the iteration t
and λ is the tolerance. In this paper, a tolerance of 10−4 is used.
When the convergence criterion in (35) is met, the residual of error for all the models were checked to ensure convergence. For the proposed angular-springs model in (33), that is
the torque residual J 0 (Φt ) f − K s Φt . For all the simulations
in this paper, the terminal residuals of the three models were
sufficiently small indicating model convergence to equilibrium.
Figure 6 shows the convergence during a sample planar deflection with a tip force applied in −y direction. The sum of angles γ is plotted in Fig. 6(a). Note that for this planar bending,
this sum is equal to the deflection angle of the needle tip with
respect to the needle base frame lying along x axis. The torque
residual during this simulation is also plotted in Fig. 6(b).

Table 1: Tip deflection for various lateral tip forces
Force [mN]
63
113
163
213
263
313
Deflection [mm] 8.3 14.5 20.9 27.0 33.0 39.0

413
50.2

To minimize the effect of lens warping on the data, the needle was centered close to the image centre and a far camera
5

a segment
Area Error

1.28 mm

tip

base
186.7 mm
Figure 9: Needle discretized by triangular elements on a 11×2 mesh.

Tip Error

identified parameters and the accuracy of the simulation were
studied using models with 10 and 20 segments. In the triangular FEM model, meshes with 11×2 and 21×2 nodes were
employed corresponding to 10 and 20 segments, respectively.
The 11×2 triangular mesh employed is seen in Fig. 9, where
the shaft thickness was set to that of a brachytherapy needle.
Figure 10 shows the range of the identified Young’s moduli
and the identified angular spring constants over the range of
applied forces for different numbers of segments. In this figure, the identified parameters for both optimization goals are
presented as box-plots displaying the distribution of parameters
for varying tip loads.
Figure 10(a) presents the identified bending spring constants
for 10, 20, and 50 segments. Similarly, Figure 10(b) presents
the identified Young’s moduli for 10 and 20 triangular elements.
As seen in the plots, Young’s modulus for triangular elements
and spring constants for angular springs are highly dependent
on the number of segments. This is due to the nature of these
models where adding segments increases the shaft flexibility
since the deflections of each segment add up. As opposed to
these two models above, the beam model is not sensitive to the
number of segments. Consequently, the Young’s moduli identified for both 10 and 20 segments are the same and therefore
they are presented using a single plot in Fig. 10(c).
Note that, for a given number of segments and optimization
goal (e.g., the tip fit), the variation of the identified parameters
with the changing force is relatively small in all three models.
This slight variation is observed to be mainly due to experimental errors such as the resolution of the imaging system and the
localization of the black stripes on the shaft.

Figure 8: The definitions of the tip error and the area error between the simulated model and the observed needle postures.

focal distance was used. By imaging straight lines, this effect
was found to be negligible in the given setup. In a calibration
step using a ruler, the image resolution on the needle plane was
measured to be better than 9 pixels/mm.
The observations of shaft bending in these experiments were
next used to (i) identify the model parameters for the given
brachytherapy needle, and (ii) evaluate the accuracy of each
model by comparing the simulated bent needles to the experimental data.
4. Results
In the experiments, the needle deformations were all planar.
Therefore, the model equations were reduced to their 2D equivalents. The equations for a 2D nonlinear beam element are obtained by simply removing the rows and columns of the stiffness matrix in (16) that correspond to v, φ and α in the vector of
nodal variables (reducing K to its parts K11 , K13 , K31 , and K33
in Appendix A). The angular spring model can be used in 2D
simply by neglecting the torsion. The FEM with tetrahedral elements reduces to triangular elements in 2D. A 2D plane-stress
analysis was then performed by also taking the out-of-plane
thickness of the elements into account. The Poisson’s ratio was
taken to be 0.3, which is the Poisson’s ratio of steel. Therefore,
the model parameters to be identified are the Young’s modulus
E in the two FEM-based models and the bending spring constant kb in the angular spring model. Equal-length segments
were chosen so that the needle bending is described by a single
parameter in each model.

4.2. Performance in Modeling Needle Deflection
During a needle insertion simulation, the forces are not
known a priori. Thus, the goal of a needle deformation model
is to successfully predict needle deflections for a wide range
of possible loads using only a single set of fixed parameters.
In this paper, we use a single identified parameter for each
model. These parameters, identified in the previous section,
vary slightly with the applied force. Consequently, the effect
of using a single fixed parameter for all applied loads is studied next. In total, six parameters have been identified for three
different models with 10 and 20 segments each.
As seen in Fig. 10, the parameters identified using the tip fit
and the area fit are close, thus either of these error measures
could be used to determine a fixed parameter for each model.
The mean of the parameter values identified using the tip fit
method was chosen as the fixed parameter in simulating each
model for evaluation.
Each fixed parameter was then used to simulate the needle
deflection for all the seven different tip loads and these simu-

4.1. Parameter Identification
For parameter identification, two independent goals were
specified: (i) a best fit to the experimental tip position and (ii)
a best fit of the entire needle shaft. Accordingly, two cost functions relating an actual bending to a simulated one were defined as seen in Fig. 8: (i) a lateral tip position error, that is,
the vertical difference between the simulated and the measured
tip position, and (ii) the area lying between the simulated and
the observed needle shafts. These goals, namely the tip fit and
the area fit, were formulated as two separate optimization problems. Subsequently, the model parameters were found for each
of them, independently, using the Nelder-Mead simplex search
method [27].
In the first phase the model parameters were identified
for different numbers of elements using each pair of forcedisplacement data. The effect of the number of elements on the
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Figure 10: Distribution of identified Young’s moduli and spring constants by minimizing tip and area errors for each bending experiment using a different load.
Boxes extend from the lower quartile to the upper quartile value with the median marked. Whiskers show the full extent of data for models (a) 10/20/50 segment
spring, (b) 10/20 segment triangular, and (c) 10/20 segment beam (having equal values). The extents of values are also shown in separate figures for each model to
facilitate comparing them within full range of values.

lated deflections were compared with the experimental results.
Figure 11 shows these simulated deflections for the three models with 20 segments along with the experimentally observed
needle configurations. The tip and area errors for 10 and 20
segments using fixed parameters are presented in Fig. 12.

of unknowns. However, the tetrahedral model does not benefit
from this simplification.
In our simulations, the beam-element and angular-springs
models often converged in fewer iterations than the triangular element model. Not only is the angular spring model robust requiring at most 6 iterations in our simulations, but its
each iteration is also computed very fast since it consists of forward vector-algebraic equations with few trigonometric functions, that can be implemented using look-up tables, if necessary. Indeed, during a coupled tissue-needle simulation, the
forces on the needle change smoothly. Therefore, an initial
needle-posture guess from the previous time instant is often
close to its final solution and thus generally only a single iteration is required to find the new equilibrium state.
There are alternative methods to Picard’s method that was
used solve (34) for the angular springs model. In particular, a
physically-based method based on potential energy could be developed using (25) as a starting model. The equilibrium configuration of the system would satisfy (33), with guaranteed convergence.
The identified Young’s modulus did not change with the
number of elements in the beam element model. Therefore, the
beam element model can be used in an adaptive deformation
simulation scheme. In this scheme, the simulation starts with a
minimum number of elements and, as the needle perforates the
tissue and interacts with more tissue, the number of elements is
increased (as done in [7]).
Note that the given angular springs model can be simplified
to neglect the twist along the shaft by ignoring/zeroing the angles αi . This is a valid assumption for many needles since the
twist is often negligible due to the high shear modulus of the
needle shaft and/or small twisting torques acting on it.
The angular springs model as presented deals with force
loads only. Nevertheless, torque loads can easily be integrated
in the formulation by extending the Jacobian definition in (31)
as follows:
"
#
f
(36)
τ = J0
g

5. Discussion
Thanks to the fast computation of the presented models, and
in particular, the angular springs model, they can easily be integrated into real-time medical training simulations systems. Due
to their high accuracy, they can also be used in simulations for
needle steering and path planning.
Computationally, the beam element model is more efficient
than the triangular/tetrahedral element model. Note that a beam
element and a triangular element both have 6×6 stiffness matrices in 2D and, similarly in 3D, a tetrahedral element and a 3D
beam element both have 12 × 12 stiffness matrices. However,
modeling a needle using triangles/tetrahedra requires more elements than the beam element approach. For instance, if the
needle is modeled in 2D using a mesh of 2n nodes (resulting in
n − 1 segments), the tangent stiffness matrix will be 4n × 4n.
In contrast, an equivalent beam model with n − 1 elements will
result in a 3n × 3n stiffness matrix.
Extension to 3D escalates this computational discrepancy,
since a significantly larger number of elements are required for
tetrahedral FEM to model the same number of segments in 3D,
whereas the beam model and, similarly, the angular springs
model use the same number of nodes and elements both in
2D and 3D. Furthermore, achieving an accurate and symmetric [4] 3D model requires many tetrahedral elements, whereas
the beam and angular spring models are inherently symmetric.
Also note that, assuming the needle twist to be negligible facilitates the beam-element and the angular-springs models since
the dimensions of the beam-element stiffness matrix can be reduced as shown in Appendix A and, in the angular springs case,
skipping the computations involving the twist angle accelerates
the convergence of the system in (33) by decreasing the number

where J i is now a 6×3n Jacobian matrix and g is the vector of
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Figure 12: The tip (a) and area (b) error comparison of the three models (dottedlines for the triangular FEM, dashed-lines for the beam FEM, and solid-lines
for the spring model) simulated using the mean value of identified parameters
with 10 and 20 segments (marked with circles and crosses, respectively).
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constant is inversely proportional to the segment length.
The experiments were conducted with the needle stylet
within the needle cannula. The needle is expected to bend more
without the stylet (as also observed in our preliminary observations). Experiments can be repeated in order to identify the
(expectedly lower) model parameters for the same needle without the stylet. Subsequently, for a bending simulation where the
stylet is partially inside the cannula, the corresponding parameter can be used for the sections of the needle with and without
the stylet.
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(c) The angular springs model with 20 segments.
Figure 11: The experimental deformed needle posture (circles) and the simulated needle (thicker solid lines) using the mean value of identified parameters.

5.1. Approximating the angular spring constants
torque loads at joints.
Although in our formulation of the angular springs model the
force loads were considered only at nodes/joints, in practice,
forces at any location on the model can be accommodated, since
their corresponding moment arms can be calculated regardless
of them being applied at a joint or not.
In our experiments, a single tip force was applied on the needle. However, soft tissue applies a distribution of force along
the needle shaft during a needle insertion. In order to employ
the presented discrete models, these forces need to be integrated
on these discrete node locations first. Such integration is common in the FEM literature. Then, these multiple discretized
forces can be applied on the discrete needle model. Both FEM
models and angular springs are known to perform stably with
multiple loads applied [23, 20]. Overall, the coupled needletissue system is solved in an iterative scheme, which therefore
takes the insertion history into account. Such a coupled system
was presented in [4].
In this paper, equal length segments were used in the angular springs model that led to equal spring constants for all the
joints. It should be noted that both bending and twisting spring
constants of a segment are defined for a specific segment length
and they are both inversely proportional to this length as formulated in appendices B and C. This relation between segment length and the bending spring constant was further studied (Sec. 5.1) to devise a spring-constant approximation scheme
for any given length. It was confirmed that the bending spring

It is not always possible to determine the best segment length
to use in a needle simulation at the time the bending model is
developed. For a specific simulation, a finer or coarser model
than the one for which parameters were initially identified may
be required. For each segment length, running simulations to
identify individual parameters may not be feasible. Furthermore, segment lengths may need to be adjusted online during a
simulation. Therefore, identifying a relation between the segment length and the spring parameter is beneficial. For this,
the angular springs model, being the most accurate in modeling
needle bending and the fastest to simulate, is studied next.
The angular spring constants identified using 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 segments are plotted in Fig. 13(a). In this figure, only the
mean value of constants identified through different loading experiments are shown since the other values lie within 1% range
as also observed in Fig. 10(c-e) for the case of 10, 20, and 50. It
is seen that the mean identified spring constant has a linear relation with the number of segments, which is inversely proportional to the segment length. This relation between the spring
constant and the segment length is indeed expected from (49).
The change of this mean spring constant with segment length
is presented in Fig. 13(b) in a log-log scale. Recall that the effective bending needle shaft is 186.7 mm. As seen in this figure,
the angular spring parameter for a given segment length can be
interpolated easily from the known values. For instance, if the
parameters for 20, 30, or 40 segments were to be identified using a line fit (dashed line in Fig. 13(b)) to the values of 10 and
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Figure 13:
(a) Mean angular spring constants identified using
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Z

(38)

where A is the cross-sectional area, and J = Iy + Iz where Iy
and Iz are the second moments of inertia about the y and z axes,
respectively. By substituting (12)–(15) in (38), the beam strain
energy can be written as a function of nodal variables. Using the
virtual work principle, the relation between the nodal variables
and nodal forces/torques can be derived by symbolically differentiating the strain energy with respect to the nodal variables.
Based on the structure of the equations for a beam element (interpolation functions and energy equation), this can be written
in the form of (16) which is detailed as follows:
 11

K13
K14
 K(2×2) K12
(2×2)
(2×4) 

(2×4)
 21
22
23
24
 K(2×2) K(2×2) K(2×4) K(2×4) 
f =  31
(39)
u
32
33
34
 K(4×2) K(4×2) K(4×4) K(4×4) 
K41
K42
K43
K44
(4×2)
(4×2)
(4×4)
(4×4)

50 segments, the interpolated values would be within 2.5% of
the spring parameters that were actually identified through individual simulations.
6. Conclusions
Three different models were presented to simulate the deformations of a needle. The first two models use tetrahedral and
beam elements, while the third model uses rigid bars connected
through angular springs. All the models can preserve the needle length during moderately large deformations. The efficacy
of the models in simulations of needle bending was evaluated
through experiments during which several lateral forces were
applied to a brachytherapy needle and the resulting deformations were recorded. The model parameters —Young’s modulus for the FEM-based models and spring constants for the
angular springs model— were identified to fit each model to
these experimental data. The lateral tip error and the area error
were independently minimized to find the parameters defining
each model. Later, one single parameter value was extracted for
each model and the needle deformations simulated using these
values were compared to the experimental deformations.
The angular springs model demonstrated the highest accuracy compared to the other two models. Furthermore, this
method is computationally the most efficient and it is the simplest to implement. It was shown that the Young’s modulus in
the tetrahedral/triangular model is significantly dependent on
the number of elements. However, the same parameter is independent of the segment length in the beam element. This property can be used in adaptive simulation to increase the speed.
The models are capable of simulating the needle twist. However, twist is often negligible in medical procedures and it is not
validated through our experimental setup.

u =[u p u p+1 α p α p+1 v p φ p v p+1 φ p+1 w p ψ p w p+1 ψ p+1 ]0
y
x
z
f =[ f px f p+1
τ xp τ xp+1 f py τyp f p+1
τyp+1 f pz τzp f p+1
τzp+1 ]0

(40)
(41)

where u is the vector of nodal variables; f x , f y , and f z are the
nodal forces; and τ x , τy and τz are the nodal torques. The blocks
of the stiffness matrix K can be calculated as follows [24]:
Z
K11 (i, j) = EA Ṅi Ṅ j dx ,
(42)
L
Z
(43)
Ṅi Ṅ j dx , K2t = Kt2 = 0 ∀t,2 ,
K22 (i, j) = GJ
L
Z
K31 (i, j) = 2 K13 (i, j) = EA v̇0 Ṅi Ṁ j dx ,
(44)
L
Z
Z
1
K33 (i, j) = EIz M̈i M̈ j dx + EA v̇20 Ṁi Ṁ j dx ,
(45)
2
L
L
Z
1
(46)
K34 (i, j) = K43 ( j, i) = EA v̇0 ẇ0 Ṁi Ṁ j dx ,
2
L
∂2
∂
and (¨) = ∂x
where L is the element length; (˙) = ∂x
2 . Blocks
K14 , K41 , and K44 are computed similarly to (44) and (45) by
substituting w0 for v0 and Iy for Iz .
During the bending of a cantilever beam, such as the needle, no stretching occurs on the beam’s neutral axis. Therefore,
the strain component  xx in (9) should be equal to zero on the
beam axis. However, this constraint cannot be met since v0 and
w0 are interpolated by cubic functions while a linear interpolation function is employed for u0 . As a result, membrane locking occurs resulting in an over-stiff element [24]. One solution
for the membrane locking problem is to use one-point Gauss

A. Euler-Bernoulli Beam Element
The strain energy in a beam can be written as:
Z h
i

1
2
2
2
U=
dV ,
E xx
+ 4G  xy
+  xz
2 V

GJ
2

(37)

where E and G are the Young’s and shear moduli, respectively.
Substituting (9)–(11) in (37), one can write the strain energy
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C. Angle of Deflection for a Torsional (Twisting) Moment

!

The angular deflection α of a shaft under torsional moment
M can be expressed as:

µ

L
L+ä

α=

ñ
¿b

c

τt
584 L τt
=
kα
G D4

(51)

where L is the length of the twisting section, G is the shear
modulus of the material, and D is the shaft radius.

Figure 14: A short section of a bent cantilever.
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B. Angle of Deflection for a Bending Moment
Consider a short section of length L of a bent beam under a
constant uniform bending moment τb . Figure 14 shows its neutral axis of length L, that is located along a radius of curvature
ρ. Let c be the distance of the neutral axis from the outer fibre.
From the similarity of the arcs, we obtain the following:
L+δ ρ+c
=
L
ρ

⇒

δ
c
=
L ρ

(47)

The fibre strain (x) of a fibre at a radial distance x to the
neutral fibre is given as:
(x) =

Mx
EI

(48)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the material and I is the
moment of inertia of the section. Substituting (47) in the definition of the outer fibre strain (c) = δ/L, which is the amount of
elongation divided by the initial length, gives (c) = c/ρ. Substituting this in (48) for a fiber distance of c results in:
(c) =

Mc c
=
EI
ρ

⇒

τb
1
= .
EI ρ

(49)

An arc of angle ω at radius ρ has a length L = ωρ. Thus,
(49) can be rewritten as follows:
L
τb
=
EI ω

⇒

ω=

ML
.
EI

(50)

Note that the bending angle ω is equal to the angle of curvature θ. Thus, the linear relation between the bending moment
and the angle of deflection can be written as θ = τb /kb where
kb = EI/L .
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